
      

                                            

TGH SUMMARY 

Falcon Project is a an ecosystem that incorporates two entirely interchangeable blockchains. 

The current FNT token is an ERC-20 token and can by all investors and developers and the 

second chain which is currently being tested which will be the Falcon Blockchain, will allow 

for optional anonymous transactions. The purpose of implementing two different chains is 

so users have an option to choose between speed and convenience (ERC-20) or anonymity 

and privacy (Falcon Privacy Chain). This clever integration works using a free exchange of 

tokens to coins at a 1:1 ratio through a constantly available swap form on the Falcon official 

telegram-bot channel. Falcon pride themselves on this feature and claim that users will be 

able to exercise their right to completely confidential transactions using the Falcon coin 

when they need it. When privacy isn’t needed then users can conveniently use the Falcon 

Token which will be available to trade on exchanges.  

 

THE FALCON REWARD SYSTEM 

The reward system for Falcon investors and token holders is unique and very advantageous. 

Investors who deposit at least 1,000,000 Flacon Tokens can exchange them for ERC-1155 

Vouchers, which In turn will be frozen to gain HOLD awards which equate to 10% ROI every 

quarter, so its possible to acquire 40% ROI over a year lock up period, which potentially a 

very profitable investment for anyone who locks up their tokens. One side note is that the 

number of vouchers are limited to 5,000,000,000 tokens, which is 33% of the total starting 

circulating supply of Falcon Tokens. the number of tokens frozen in vouchers will be – 



increased using tokens in the freeze fund. In this case, the percentage of remuneration will 

decrease over time. 

The Falcon team have just announced that vouchers for 500,000 FNT will soon be available 

and for those who can’t afford even the cheapest vouchers, then you’ll be glad to know that 

the team is working on yet another option  which they will shortly provide information. But 

they left investors with a teaser quote: “something interesting, affordable and profitable 

using the extended DeFi component of the FNT token”  

 

FNC BLOCKCHAIN 

As stated previously the Falcon Block chain is being worked on and is already in the testing 

stages! Below are some key features that the FNC Chain will offer. 

 Fast and convenient wallets 

 Choice of anonymous and open transactions 

 Adjustable ring signatures 

 PoS mining 

 Passive staking in pools 
 

 

 



TOKEN AND UTILITY  

 

TOKEN BURN 

The Falcon team have made it clear that they value their community, and after numerous 

requests, have decided to start burning tokens from the frozen fund. But they have stated 

that this is not just a simple burn! They will burn TWICE the amount of dividends paid on 

vouchers. For example, if a payment of 400,000 FTN was made to a holder of 1 Million FNT, 

then 800,000 FNT will be burned from the frozen fund. In total, 10 Billion FNT tokens will be 

burned from the voucher system over the lifetime of the Falcon Project. The burning itself 

will be carried out quarterly after the main wave of payments, and they have also stated 

that they will communicate with the community as these events take place quote: “so that 

they can quench their thirst for destruction and enjoy the burn as we also will. Do not 

miss these memorable events!” 

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdc5864ede28bd4405aa04d93e05a0531797d9d59?a=0xbca64241b4c7d3d2ca36c91facc69663b4517f54


 

TEAM 

        

                                                         

Dmitriy Sidorov - Chief Executive Officer                                     Ivan Bereza – CTO 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmitriy-sidorov-61b6151b1/                          https://www.linkedin.com/in/falcon-project/ 

                                            

                                                            

Aleksandr Good – Chief Infrmation Officer                              Alexander P – Chief Creative Officer. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleksandr-good-282b651b3/                      https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexander-p-b703b21b1/    
 

     

Vitali R – Support Officer    
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shinobiwin/                                                                     
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  Vitaly Fillipov - Developer                                                        Anatoliy Gostev – Community Specialist                                             
  https://www.linkedin.com/in/vitaly-fillipov-5731651b1/                         https://www.linkedin.com/in/anatoliy-gostev-a416201b1/ 
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SHORT TERM CATALYSTS 

 FNC blockchain is in test phase soon to be released 

 Regular Token Burns to commence soon 

 500,000 FNT vouchers appeared 

 New website created by top designer  

 Marketing schedule to start for August/September 

 
RESOURCES 

Total Supply – 100,000,000,000 

Circulating Supply - 7,722,282,001 

Website – https://falconofficial.com/ 

Whitepaper - https://falconofficial.com/whitepaper/WP-eng.pdf 

Medium - https://medium.com/@Dmitriy_aka_Lavrus 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/Falcon_SBS 

Telegram - https://t.me/Falcon_official 

Telegram ANN - https://t.me/Falcon_announcement 

 

SYNOPSIS 

We feel at TGH that an interchangeable block chain with multiple purposes will appeal to 

more investors and users and in turn will bring high demand, we also note that the team 

have only been working on the project for just under a year and have already accomplished 

and delivered a lot of catalysts and with the block chain already in test phase, the Falcon 

team have proven they are more than capable of creating and maintaining a successful 

project, we are excited to follow the progress of Falcon project with the development of a 

new site from a top designer,  Partnership with OKEx and marketing plans for August and 

September already drawn up, we feel like Falcon has a lot to offer new investors!                                           
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